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ABSTRACT
White-light Thomson scattering observations from the Solar Mass Ejection Imager (SMEI) have recorded the
inner heliospheric response to many CMEs. Some of these are also observed from the LASCO
instrumentation and, most recently, the STEREO spacecraft. Here, we detail several CME events in SMEI
observations that have also been observed by the LASCO instrumentation and STEREO spacecrafts. We
show how SMEI is able to measure CME events from their first observations as close as 20° from the solar
disk until they fade away in the SMEI 180° field of view. We employ a 3D reconstruction technique that
provides perspective views as observed from Earth, from outward-flowing solar wind. This is accomplished
by iteratively fitting the parameters of a kinematic solar wind density model to the SMEI white-light
observations and, where possible, including interplanetary scintillation (IPS) velocity data. This 3D modeling
technique enables separating the true heliospheric response in SMEI from background noise, and
reconstructing the 3D heliospheric structure as a function of time. These reconstructions allow both
separation of CME structure from other nearby heliospheric features and a determination of CME mass.
Comparisons with LASCO and STEREO images for individual CMEs or portions of them allow a detailed
view of changes to the CME shape and mass as they propagate outward.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Solar Mass Ejection Imager (SMEI)1,2 was launched on 6 January 2003. The instrument (Figure 1a) consists of three
baffled cameras whose 3°×60° fields of view are aligned in the long dimension to achieve a combined ~160° wide field
of view that scans most of the sky every 102-minute orbit (Figure 1b). The cameras are designed to view the heliosphere
in Thomson scattered light at one-degree spatial resolution. Four-second exposure CCD camera data frames (Figure 2a;
approximately 4500 per orbit)) are combined into a global mosaic sky map (Figure2b).
For the bulk of the data (in “science mode” with CCD pixels combined into 4×4 pixel averages) from camera 1 and 2 the
angular resolution in the CCD image frames is ~0.2°. Camera 3 (which views closest to the Sun) usually operates in 2×2
mode and thus has a twice finer angular angular resolution. These images are stored and regularly telemetered to the
ground employing a lossless Rice compression algorithm. Currently, SMEI returns about three gigabytes of data each
day. The design specification for SMEI states that the SMEI instrument will provide a 0.1% photometric result in one
square degree of sky at an elongation of 90º from the Sun in a single orbital sky map. This will provide a signal to noise
of about 10% for dense heliospheric structures at this elongation2. We have found that at locations in the sky map when
there is little contamination from high energy particle fluxes and no aurora light, that SMEI exceeds this specification by
about a factor of two3.
The overall SMEI design has progressed over a period of nearly two decades1-2,4-8. SMEI is currently the best design we
know for operation near Earth on a spacecraft not specifically designed for the instrument, and where the Moon and
stray light from spacecraft bus appendages thus have the potential to overwhelm the faint brightness signal from
heliospheric electrons.
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Figure 1. (a) The Coriolis
spacecraft with the Solar
Mass Ejection Imager
(SMEI) instrument and the
Windsat antenna prior to
launch from Vandenberg
AFB. The three SMEI
camera baffles (circled) are
seen on the lower portion
of the spacecraft. (b) SMEI
in its polar orbit at 840 km
with an orbital inclination
of 98°. SMEI looks away
from the Earth at 30° from
the local horizontal to
avoid sunlight reflected
from the Earth and from
the Windsat antenna. The
combined fields of view of
the three cameras (shown
as shaded cones) cover
nearly all of the sky.
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Figure 2. (a) 3°×60° image frames from each of the three SMEI cameras. Camera 1 (top) views farthest from the Sun; camera 3
(bottom) closest, with the Sun towards the left in each frame. (b) Fisheye orbit-by-orbit difference projection of the sky to ~140º
elongation built as a composite from SMEI data frames over a 102-minute orbit around Earth. Blank regions were excluded because
they were not accessible to the cameras during the orbit, and were too close to the Sun and thus too bright, or contaminated by highenergy particle enhancements or the moon. See: http://smei.ucsd.edu/, and other links for more images and a SMEI archive of orbit
by orbit difference maps. The Sun is in the center of the image marked as a cross. The fields of view of the STEREO “A” HI-1 (inner
smaller region) and HI-2 (outer larger region) instruments are superimposed on the image and cover a fraction of SMEI’s coverage.

The Solar Terrestrial Relations Observatory (STEREO) spacecraft9 were launched on 26 October 2006. The STEREO
spacecraft include in situ measurements of heliospheric protons from the PLAsma and SupraThermal Ion Composition
(PLASTIC) instruments10, and magnetic fields from the In situ Measurements of Particles and CME Transients
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(IMPACT) instruments11, as well as remote-sensing observations of Thomson-scattered light using a set of coronagraphtype systems (COR-1, COR-2, and HI-1, HI-2) as a portion of the instruments termed the Sun-Earth Connection and
Heliospheric Investigation (SECCHI) instrument suite12-14. These latter instruments view the corona in a nearly
continuous band along the ecliptic from the solar surface to slightly greater than 90º elongation (angular distance) from
the Sun (see Figure 2b).
The joint NASA-European Space Agency (ESA) Ulysses mission15, conceived to study the 3D heliosphere, has in
August 2007 made its third close pass of the Sun in a non-ecliptic orbit. The ten experiments on board include the
plasma Solar Wind thermal ion and electrons distributions instrument (SWOOPS)16, and the Vector magnetometer
(VHM/FGM) instrument17 that measures heliospheric magnetic fields. The Ulysses spacecraft orbits as close to the Sun
as 1.4 AU, and is well within the SMEI field of view during its close pass.
Observation of comet-tail aberration is the oldest of the remote-sensing heliospheric measurements18. Another source of
heliospheric remote sensing information that operates in the present era includes the ground-based interplanetary
scintillation (IPS) radio arrays that measure small-scale density irregularities in the interplanetary medium using meterwavelength intensity variations from point radio sources. These data have long been used to measure small-scale(~150
km) heliospheric density variations along the line of sight to a distant compact radio source19-21. IPS observations prior to
the Ulysses spacecraft polar passes were able to show that there are high speed solar winds over the solar poles at solar
minimum22.
There have been numerous attempts to reconstruct coronal structures in the corona and heliosphere in three dimensions
(3D). The analysis of remote sensing data has primarily dealt with the reconstruction of coronal and heliospheric data
using rotation as a means to reproduce structure. These techniques fail as solar wind outflow and non-stationary
processes become more dominant. This has led to, or even demanded, observations of the transient structure and the
implementation of observations to show heliospheric evolution such as from the Ulysses and STEREO spacecraft. The
techniques to view structures in 3D, reviewed in Section 2, have been motivated by attempts to determine heliospheric
structure morphology in order to determine their physics, their dynamics, and most recently to forecast their arrival at
Earth using remote sensing techniques.
Section 2 gives a brief background of the motivation behind the heliospheric remote-sensing analyses and 3D
reconstruction analyses. These include the SMEI and SECCHI remote-sensing instruments as well as interplanetary
scintillation (IPS) observations data that are used to augment the UCSD SMEI remote sensing analysis and map
heliospheric structures in 3D. Section 3 describes some of the new SMEI results. We conclude in Section 4.

2. HELIOSPHERIC REMOTE SENSING AND 3D RECONSTRUCTION
IPS and Thomson-scattering remote sensing observations provide one of very few means of observing structures in the
solar wind located between the immediate solar environment (as observed by coronagraphs) and 1 AU (as observed by
near-Earth in situ instruments). These remote sensing data probe the global extent of the solar wind over a large range of
solar elongations. They also extend across the high-latitude regions (the solar poles), difficult of access by other means.
Previous UCSD work has extensively employed these heliospheric remote sensing observations to study the physics of
structures in the solar wind as they move out into the heliosphere.
The first sustained heliospheric remote-sensing measurements, IPS observations from the Cambridge, UK, array19,
generally showed structures that can be classified either as corotating or as detached from the Sun20,23,24. We have
developed 3D techniques to analyze these9,10,24,25. In collaboration with colleagues at the Solar-Terrestrial Environment
Laboratory (STELab), Nagoya University, Japan25, UCSD currently operates a real-time, web-based system that
forecasts solar wind conditions near Earth (see http://ips.ucsd.edu/). These data are used to interpolate 3D solar wind
plasma and velocities at all the inner planets, and at the Ulysses spacecraft (see http://ips.ucsd.edu/index_ss.html).
The Thomson-scattering SMEI and SECCHI remote-sensing observations have obvious potential for studying
propagation and evolution of heliospheric structures as they interact with each other and the ambient solar wind.
However, as with coronagraph and IPS data, interpretation is complicated because each observation is a line-of-sight
integration. Apparent brightness distribution and “plane-of-the-sky” motion depend on an a priori unknown 3D
distribution of outward moving solar wind material at uncertain locations relative to Sun and Earth.
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One can resolve the line-of-sight ambiguity by assuming the structures are all located in the plane of the sky. This
provides useful information about persistent (corotating) solar wind structures22,26. However, when a transient structure
such as a heliospheric response to a CME is followed across a wide range of solar elongations (as from the SMEI and the
SECCHI instruments), the plane-of-the-sky assumption cannot remain correct over the whole elongation of the
observations. In addition, the structure in general extends along a significant portion of the line of sight at all times,
casting further doubt on this plane-of-the-sky assumption.
These considerations led us to develop an analysis tool that directly addresses the line-of-sight problem. It explicitly
takes into account the 3D extent of heliospheric structures including the fact that the contribution is dominated by
material closest to the Sun, but without explicit assumptions about the distribution of velocity and density along these
lines of sight. Thus, it reconstructs 3D solar wind structures from remote sensing data gathered at a single location, as
with SMEI. This technique is necessary to tap the full heliospheric-imager and IPS potential, and enable it as a predictive
tool for space weather purposes.
This analysis is a general methodology to use views of a structure from many different perspectives to reconstruct its 3D
shape. Usually, heliospheric remote-sensing observations are available from only a single viewing location, i.e., from
Earth. Perspective information in this case comes from solar rotation and outflow in the solar wind. In the first of these
types of analyses using differing perspective views to reconstruct heliospheric structures, the assumption was used that
structures change little except for corotation within one solar rotation. In this case rotation alone yields sufficient
information for reconstruction of the quiet corona27-39 and the corotating solar wind.
However, transients such as CMEs evolve on much shorter time scales, hours to days. For observations covering a wide
range of solar elongations, heliospheric structures are seen from widely different directions as they move past Earth. This
feature, essentially absent in coronagraph data, allows 3D reconstruction using heliospheric data such as from SMEI, for
time-dependent reconstruction of transient structures, by fitting a solar wind model to the outward-flowing plasma
structures 40-45.
Presently, our 3D reconstruction incorporates a purely kinematic solar wind model. Given the velocity and density of an
inner boundary (the “source surface”), a fully 3D solar wind model best fitting the observations follows, by assuming
radial outflow and enforcing conservation of mass and mass flux37,43,44. Best fit is achieved iteratively: if the 3D solar
wind at large solar distances does not match the overall observations, the source surface values are changed to reduce the
deviations to a desired small value.
We have employed this technique to successfully analyze CME-associated structures using IPS and SMEI Thomson
scattering observations. Thomson scattering brightness measures density much closer than the IPS “g-level” density
proxy in the IPS 3D reconstructions. Thus, SMEI 3D reconstruction analyses44 are free of using the IPS g-level proxy for
density, and of course much more abundant in the number of lines of sight than current IPS observations. However, the
Thomson-scattering 3D reconstruction analysis must take into account, in addition to the observed time-varying signal,
that there is an unknown steady background component caused by the ambient heliospheric brightness, and potentially
an unknown zodiacal light residual brightness not removed in the long-term zodiacal light average. An estimate of this
residual brightness is modeled by relating model densities to in situ observations, near Earth. A mean of in situ densities
over time for several weeks allows a solar wind ambient to be determined relative to the shorter term variations (on the
order of hours to days) observed as structures flow past the Earth. Brightness relative to this ambient that is either
positive or negative can be reconstructed in the time-dependent reconstruction technique as outward-flowing solar wind
structure.
SMEI cameras are currently being calibrated using known G-star brightness, and this calibration is currently estimated to
be accurate to ~5% for all three SMEI cameras. Other comparisons relate these measurements to LASCO observations46.
It is this brightness calibration that is required to relate measurements of SMEI brightness to in situ densities measured
around the Earth in the ambient and time-varying solar wind analyses from SMEI44. An error of this brightness
calibration to 5% relates directly and in a linear way to an inaccurate 3D model determination of electron density for
heliospheric structure. Besides giving ground truth for the dense structures we reconstruct in 3D in these analyses, the
Ulysses in situ plasma observations help in these analyses as well to certify that the ratio of ambient to large (day-long)
variable structures are not greatly different out of the ecliptic.
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Even though the 3D reconstruction can be used when only SMEI’s Thomson scattering brightness is available, better
results are obtained when IPS velocity data (so far the only remote-sensing data to provide direct measurements of
heliospheric solar wind speed) are included. The very best 3D reconstruction results are reached when SMEI
photometric data are combined with IPS velocity data. Currently STELab provides IPS velocities in real-time most of
the year, and these data are available for the SMEI data reduction as well as for study of the differences in the data sets.
These data sets can be compared with the LASCO and SECCHI observations and the results go a long way toward
certifying the SMEI 3D data analyses. These analyses show which portions of CMEs observed in a coronagraph move
outward into the interplanetary medium, They also show where individual features seen in the coronagraph images are
present relative to the plane of the sky location usually assumed for coronagraph observations.

3. NEW SMEI RESULTS
Telemetry from SMEI is relayed from the ground stations to the AFRL SMEI data processing center, where data packets
are concatenated, individual camera data frames are decompressed, and combined with an assigned set of spacecraft
quaternions (spacecraft pointing derived from a star tracker). The resulting CCD data frames are placed on an AFRL
FTP site at Sacramento Peak Observatory, and transferred to UCSD. UCSD maintains a database of these SMEI image
frames in near real time on a local server. At the time of the SPIE meeting (August 26, 2007), these data frames have
been reduced to sidereal sky maps to the UCSD SMEI photometric specification through day 160 (June 9) of year 2007
for all three SMEI cameras. Sacramento Peak Observatory also maintains an archive of original SMEI images. Figure 2a
shows a set of simultaneous 4-second exposure “image frames” from these three cameras.
AFRL and UCSD have independently developed analysis sequences to reduce individual SMEI image frames whose
final product is a heliospheric sky map for every orbit of data. Image frames from a complete orbit are combined into
composite sky maps (as in Figure 2b, or Figures 3a and 3b) which are generally displayed with an angular resolution
better than 1° at the orbital time cadence of 102 minutes. The AFRL analysis sequence uses similar steps to those at
UCSD, but is specifically crafted to demonstrate the feasibility of detecting and tracking solar mass ejections in near real
time. The AFRL analysis is focused on an expedient presentation of SMEI data in the form of 2D sky maps and these are
presented in near real time on the National Solar Observatory website (http://smei.nso.edu/).
The UCSD SMEI analysis2,47,48 is driven by the requirement that the SMEI sky maps approach as close as possible to full
photometric and angular resolution design limits of SMEI. This enables the best quantitative analysis of the SMEI data.
The promise of modeling heliospheric density structure using 3D reconstruction techniques is foremost here but requires
careful accounting of the brightness from the instrument over a significant fraction of a 28-day solar rotation. This
enables the study of slow (corotating) as well as rapidly moving transient features. Thus, sky maps must retain a constant
temporal base over time periods of as many weeks as possible, to measure both corotating structures as well as fastmoving transient structures. The 3D reconstructions require optimal removal of non-heliospheric and zodiacal artifacts
but also that as little as possible of the Thomson-scattered signal be inadvertently removed in the process.
Since light from the sidereal sky (stars, the Milky Way, nebulae, galaxies) is about 100× brighter than the variable
Thomson-scattered signal, this background must be removed from orbit-to-orbit SMEI sky maps. The simplest way to do
this is by subtracting one Sun-centered sky map from the next (“running differences”); here only the change in the
heliospheric signal, due to motion of the structures, over the orbital time period (∆t = 102 minutes), remains. Tappin et
al.49 use this method to study the heliospheric response to the 28 May 2003 halo CME observed by SMEI on 29 May
2003. Several hundred transient events have been observed by this method in the SMEI observations to date50, and more
than half of these can be first identified as CMEs in the LASCO coronagraph data. Such difference maps are useful for
real-time presentation of SMEI data, and adequate for identifying and even tracking disturbances distant from Earth.
However, this simple analysis sacrifices the wealth of more slowly varying features present in SMEI data. This analysis
also contains regions of positive and negative differences, complicating interpretation and a quantitative analysis.
Alternatively, a sidereal sky map averaged over many orbits close in time to a heliospheric event can be subtracted. This
method preserves more heliospheric signal by effectively enlarging the base time scale ∆t. Figures 3a and 3b show
examples of such difference sky maps plotted in Sun-centered ecliptic coordinates for the 29 May 2003 CME event (see
also Jackson et al.2) for two selected orbits.
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Figure 3. SMEI “fisheye” sky map images of the heliospheric response to the 28 May 2003 CME observed to “halo” the Sun in
LASCO observations and in SMEI observed beyond 45° elongation in the first image set and to have begun to engulf the Earth at 90°
elongation in the second at the times indicated. (a) and (b) Direct SMEI sky map images on 29 May 2003. Shown are two orbits of
data differenced from an 8-orbit average for SMEI cameras 1, 2 and 3. The white regions in the sky maps that extend roughly outward
from the center are primarily locations where auroral light is too bright to provide a photometric signal. The data were smoothed using
a 1° Gaussian filter. The specks in each image are stellar signals – mostly bright stars that have changed brightness over the
observation interval. Brightness is in SMEI camera analog to digital units (ADU). One S10 is approximately 0.4 ADU. A LASCO C3
coronagraph image is inserted in the top right map for scale. Numbered locations 1-3 on map (a) indicate the regions shown as time
series in Figure 4. (c) and (d) The approximate same images showing far more features and the halo enhancement surrounding Earth
are obtained from time series modeling as described later in the text using SMEI data from cameras 1, 2, and 3. Brightness is given in
S10 normalized to an r -2 density falloff relative to the 90° elongation circle.
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Our current analysis provides a stable baseline over several weeks, without sacrificing angular resolution. This provides
a calibrated data set sufficient for the 3D analysis. The 3D results in turn refine SMEI images, and these can be presented
from any desired viewing location; the original sky maps are often contaminated by troublesome backgrounds and
portions of these are sometimes further swamped by bright auroral light. Extrapolating across these regions and
removing contaminant signals is best accomplished as we do in IPS sky maps. Here, sky map outages and contaminant
signals are handled by using a realistic 3D solar wind model iteratively fit to the data, both removing the contaminated
regions and extrapolating across them. The best editing retains only the heliospheric signal in the sky maps. Figures 3c
and 3d show samples of this technique’s ability to refine 2D SMEI sky maps. Ultimately, the optimum removal of the
sidereal and zodiacal sky map contributions rests on forming a long-term average of background zodiacal and stellar
light over a large portion of a solar rotation together with individual-star subtraction for stars brighter than about 6th
magnitude (Hick et al.51) in order to minimize the residual effects of bright stars on individual images and in the time
series required to provide 3D reconstructions.
We show some of these data and analyses on a recent UCSD website (http://smei.ucsd.edu/data.html - see Figure 4).
The website provides selected portions of the SMEI data set in all of these formats. Our intent is to populate this website
as completely as possible over the next months. One innovation in this website is a comparison image-set containing
both 3D-reconstructed SMEI sky maps and direct-image sky maps of the heliosphere similar to those shown in Figure 3.
Both the 3D reconstructed sky maps and the direct sky maps contain noise from the various data processes used to
provide them. Other analyses40,43,45,52-54 use this and similar methods to relate remote sensing observations to densities
measured in situ.
As an example, we have employed this technique to successfully analyze CME-associated structures using IPS and
SMEI Thomson scattering observations for the 28 May 2003 halo CME event shown in Figure 3. Figure 5a, 5b, and 5c,
are examples of the 3D heliospheric reconstruction analyses and imagery using SMEI Thomson scattering brightness and
STELab IPS velocity data and digital time steps of ½ day, and resolutions in latitude and longitude of 6.7°. Gaussian
filters are used for the two data sets and they limit the size of structures observed to larger than the digital resolution43,44.
The density we reconstruct in Figure 5a clearly shows a great deal of structure in the ecliptic plane cut, and now that the
STEREO spacecraft are more than a few degrees from the Sun-Earth line, we expect such structure to be welldocumented in the STEREO in situ PLASTIC and IMPACT data. Figure 5d shows a preliminary comparison of our 3D
model densities with the Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE) spacecraft plasma density data for this time interval
and Figure 5e shows the correlation between the two.
SMEI cameras are calibrated using known G-star brightness46 to an estimated 5% for all SMEI cameras (1 S10 = 0.46
ADU for SMEI camera 2). The time series obtained from the SMEI 3D reconstruction for the 28 May 2003 halo CME
response currently produces a density peak at the same location in time as observed by the ACE and other spacecraft
proton densities, and close in amplitude to the in situ result (Figure 5d). To compare more exactly to proton densities
requires that a correction be included for heavier-element abundances throughout the remotely-observed CME
structure,here assumed to add 25% more electrons, and thus 1 S10 = 0.60 ADU for the tomography comparison of
proton density from SMEI white-light brightness observations.
Extrapolation of magnetic fields outward from the solar surface is currently done on a regular basis in order to forecast
changes at the Earth to the inner planets and to the Ulysses spacecraft (see, for instance55-59, and the UCSD website
http://ips.ucsd.edu/index_ss.html). However, the most challenging measurements to remotely sense or extrapolate
throughout the heliosphere are magnetic fields that are associated with coronal transients. These changing magnetic
fields are responsible for many of the interactions present at planetary bodies, including Earth, but as yet a direct
observation has proven difficult, because their primary change occurs in the solar corona, and so far, few observations
exist to explore their transient effects. In situ magnetic field measurements for certain assumed structures (flux ropes)
can be reconstructed, and these compared with the density and velocity 3D reconstructions. Figure 6 shows one such
example from the analysis of the 28 October 2003 halo CME44 as given in several journal articles and presentations60-62.
An alternative approach to obtain heliospheric magnetic field measurements involves Faraday Rotation (FR) from
ground-based techniques and either coronal sounding measurements from interplanetary spacecraft63-69 or naturaloccurring radio sources70-73. However, it is uncertain how well these observations can be analyzed to obtain an FR signal
over large elongations from the Sun because of the low polarizations of these radio sources and the considerable noise
present from ionospheric variations at low radio frequencies.
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Figure 4. Proposed UCSD website front page giving the data products available for the UCSD SMEI server
(http://smei.ucsd.edu/). The data set provides direct long term background subtracted and orbit difference images in two
formats, Fisheye and Hammer-Aitoff, the 3D reconstructed images in the same format, and a comparison of these direct
and reconstructed images. In addition, a remotely observed view of the images will be provided from given perspective.
The announcement of other data products are shown, and will be available on a “by request” basis from UCSD.
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Figure 5. Reconstruction of the 28 May 2003 Halo CME as it is about to hit Earth using both SMEI brightness and IPS
velocity data. 3D density reconstruction of the 28 May halo CME as it reaches Earth. Earth orbit is shown as a black line in
the image in (a) and (b) and a blue ellipse in (c), with the Earth as a black dot in (a) and (b), blue in (c). To the left of each
image in (a) and (b) is the density scale. An r -2 density fall-off has been removed from the analysis to better show structures
at different radii relative to the nominal density at ~1 AU. The digital angular resolution is 6.7° × 6.7° in latitude and
longitude. The 3D reconstructions have a digital temporal cadence of ½ day. The blank region to the left in each
reconstruction is the location unavailable to the SMEI reconstructions. The density enhancement of the CME hitting Earth
is a relatively small feature compared with the overall CME structure leaving the Sun (a) Density in a meridian-plane cut
from East of the Sun-Earth line. (b) Density in an ecliptic-plane cut from East of the Sun-Earth line. The CME that hits
Earth in this event is more extensive to the East of the Sun. (c) Density as seen from 1.5 AU, ~20° above the ecliptic ~30º
East of the Sun-Earth line at 00:00 UT. The main structure near Earth is associated with the halo CME observed by
LASCO on 28 May 2003. (d) Time series plot of the density at Earth extracted from the reconstruction in comparison
with ACE observations. ACE observations are combined into 12-hour averages matching the temporal and spatial
resolutions of the SMEI 3D brightness reconstruction. The correlation has been limited to data times within about 5
days of the event. e) Correlation of the 3D reconstructed model with ACE 12-hour averaged data.
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Figure 6. (a) Density reconstruction of the heliospheric response to the 28 October 2003 CME viewed from 3.0 AU 30º
above the ecliptic plane and 45º West of the Sun-Earth line. The Earth is indicated as a blue circle in its elliptical orbit.
The Sun is indicated by a red circle. Contours are from 10 e- cm-3 to 30 e- cm-3 and have an r-2 density gradient removed.
A portion of the ejecta associated with a solar prominence is observed to the South of the Sun in this view59-61. (b)
Same as (a) with reconstructed flux rope cylinder from ACE superposed. (c) 2D map of the heliosphere as viewed from
Earth. The 28 October 2003 image of the CME from the LASCO C2 coronagraph at 1106 UT is superposed at the
center at its appropriate size. (d) The flux rope cylinder viewed from behind the Earth looking directly towards the Sun
without perspective. The horizontal line marks the ecliptic and is drawn to a total length of 2.0 AU.

4. CONCLUSION
The Solar Mass Ejection Imager (SMEI) continues to operate successfully after more than four years. The present article
details how we determine the extent of several CME events in SMEI observations (including those of 28 May 2003 and
28 October 2003). We are able to measure these events from their first observations as close as 20° from the solar disk
until they fade away in the SMEI ~180° field of view. 3D reconstruction techniques provide perspective views from
outward-flowing solar wind as observed from Earth. This 3D modeling technique enables separating the true
heliospheric response in SMEI from background noise, and reconstructing the 3D heliospheric structure as a function of
time.
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Although these reconstructions allow separation of the 28 October 2003 CME from other nearby heliospheric structure,
they are preliminary in that they use only approximately 1/25th of the total available lines of sight from SMEI. In
addition, the reconstructions are limited by aurora and other sources of noise present in the SMEI data sets that is
removed as carefully as possible to provide the best reconstructions. To utilize more lines of sight (that will allow a
many-fold enhancement of the 3D reconstructions) will require significantly more computer resources than are now
allocated to the reconstruction process, and the careful elimination of the effects of brighter stars in SMEI sky maps.
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